
Gap equations for the p- and d-channels of pairing have the
identical form

1

ll
� 1

N

X
p

jcl�p�j2
2Epl

tanh
Epl

2T
; �3�

where Epl is the usual BCS-type gap excitation spectrum, but
despite this similarity the solutions of Eqn (3) for the p- and t-
type pairing behave differently.

The reason for this stems from the angular dependences of
jcl�p�j2. Was the gap isotropic, the main contribution to the
integral over the Brillouin zone would be determined by the
narrow energy region near the van Hove singularity. For a d-
type gap, the angular dependence acts to maintain the large
van Hove-singularity contribution, whereas in the p-channel
case the angular dependence is such as to cancel the
singularity. For this reason, the numerical solution of Eqn
(3) yields Tc�p�5Tc� d� even for lp � ld (Fig. 5). Thus, for
optimally doped cuprates and ruthenates, where typically
lp � ld � 0:5 and t � 0:1 eV, one finds Tc�p� � 2:5 K and
Tc�d� � 70 K.
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Experimental studies of the thermal and
electronic properties of Ba1ÿxKxBiO3 and
other perovskite-like oxide HTSC systems

A I Golovashkin, A P Rusakov

The basic properties of the cuprate high-temperature super-
conductors (HTSC) are attributed to the antiferromagnetic
(AF) ordering of Cu ions known as the spin density wave
(SDW). Recently, however, a number of anomalies have been
discovered which cannot be explained by this ordering
mechanism alone. To provide an insight into their origin,
the noncuprate HTSC systems Ba1ÿxKxBiO3 (BKBO) and
BaPbxBi1ÿxO3 (BPBO) showing similar anomalies have been
studied in this work.

Neutron diffraction studies have shown that doping
causes a strong softening of the high-frequency portion of
the BKBO phonon spectra [1]. The analysis of the dispersion
curveso�Q� has further shown that in themetallic phase of an
HTSC the high-frequency longitudinal optical phonons
oLO�Q� are soften anomalously strongly on doping [2 ± 4].
For wave vectors Q near the boundary of the Brillouin zone,
the frequencies oLO�Q� become lower than the transverse
optical frequencies oTO�Q� (`oLO anomaly'). For all the
HTSCs investigated Ð BKBO, La2ÿxSrxCuO4 (LSCO), and
YBa2Cu3O7ÿx (YBCO) Ð the anomalous dispersion of oLO

was observed only along [100] and never along other
directions, in particular [110]. Notice here that if AF
ordering was the dominant ordering mechanism along [110],
there would necessarily be oLO anomalies in the same
direction, which is not the case experimentally.

We have shown that for the BKBO, BPBO [5, 6], and
LSCO [7] systems at low temperatures T the linear expansion
coefficient a�T� is anomalous (negative). This effect is
observed only in high-quality samples. Similar anomalies
have also been seen in YBCO [8] and Bi-2219 [9]. In single-
crystal samples of LSCO, YBCO, and Bi-2212, a�T� is
anisotropic Ð the less so, the higher the doping level.

An interesting point about the HTSC systems is the
anomalously strong magnetic-field dependence of the ther-
mal expansion, a�H�. Up to 4 T, the region of negative values
of a is observed to shrink, while at the same time moving
towards lower temperatures in both cuprate and copper-free
HTSCs [10].

Optical measurements reveal that while the energy gap
between the valence band and the conduction band in the
BKBO and BPBO systems narrows with doping, it still
remains observable even in the metallic phase, provided the
material is moderately doped [11 ± 14]. Evidence for this has
also been seen in LSCO using the ultrahigh-resolution
(7 MeV) photoelectron emission method [15, 16] and in Bi-
2212 using an X-ray absorption technique [17]. Thus, the
`metallic' phase is that of a degenerate semiconductor both
for copper-free and cuprate HTSCs.

Another common anomaly of HTSC systems is the
existence of EPR signals in the `half field' with a g factor of
about 4. This `forbidden' signal is observed in the presence of
localized triplet pairs. The absorption line with g � 4:2 (in
addition to that with g � 2:1) was observed in EPR absorp-
tion measurements on high-quality BKBO and BPBO
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samples over a wide range of their compositions [18]. Similar
signals were also seen in LSCO [19] and YBCO [20].

The fact that [100] is a preferred direction in HTSC
systems, both cuprate and copper-free, also manifests
itself in the shape of their Fermi surfaces. It has been
found experimentally that large portions of the Fermi
surface in BKBO [21], Bi-2212 [22], YBCO [23], and other
HTSCs are parallel to the [100] directions rather than [110] as
one would expect was AF the only ordering mechanism for
the Cu ions.

Thus, experiment shows that both the phonon and
electronic spectra of the cuprate and copper-free HTSC
systems are influenced by the fact that the [100] directions
are the preferred ones. We are clearly faced here with a
conflict between the body of experimental data and theore-
tical models which include only ordering along the [110]
directions of a metallic sublattice (charge ordering Bi+3 ±
Bi+5 in BKBO, and AF ordering Cu" ±Cu# in the cuprates).
To resolve the problem, let us discuss the experimental data
on the electronic and structural properties of the HTSC
systems.

High-resolution X-ray [24] and neutron diffraction [25]
studies on high-quality single crystals of BKBO have revealed
that the lattice parameter along the [100] directions is doubled
and that such unit cells with double the value of lattice
parameter have four oxygen ions whose valence is lower
than that of the others. The analysis of data on doping,
together with the condition of charge neutrality, imply that
the BaBiO3 and BKBO compounds in the dielectric state for
x4 0:25 are described by the chemical formulas

Ba�28 Bi�34 �Bi�3:54 Oÿ0:54 �Oÿ220

and

Ba�28ÿ8xK
�1
8x Bi

�3�2x
4 �Bi�3:54 Oÿ0:54 �Oÿ220 ;

respectively [26]. In the metallic phase (x5 0:25), BKBO is
described by

Ba�28ÿ8�0:25�y�K
�1
8�0:25�y�Bi

�3:5
4 �Bi�3:54 Oÿ0:54 �Oÿ220 � 8y ;

where 8y is the hole concentration (04 y4 0:25; the
maximum value of y is determined by the solubility of
potassium: Ba0.5K0.5BiO3 for the ordinary nondoubled unit
cell). Thus, the doubled BKBO unit cell possesses four
`covalent' bonds Bi ±Oÿ0:5 in addition to the `ionic' bonds
Bi ± Oÿ2. The ordering of these bonds in the metallic
(x > 0:25) phase is illustrated in Fig. 1a, which shows that
covalent bonds are ordered in mutually perpendicular [100]
directions in the neighboring BiO2 layers Ð the type of
ordering that models real charge density waves (CDW) in
the oxygen ion sublattice.

Recent inelastic neutron scattering studies [4] have shown
for the specific case of LSCO at T � 10 K that there are two
groups of Cu ±O bonds in the CuO2 plane, which can be
termed, somewhat loosely, as `covalent' and `ionic,' and
whose ordering in the [100] directions results in the doubling
of the lattice parameters in the CuO2 plane. It is through this
ordering that a CDW in the oxygen sublattice of the cuprate
HTSCs manifests itself. For YBCO, such ordering was
observed for T4 35 K [27]. From the analysis of the Hall
effect (mSR) and neutron diffraction studies [26] it follows
that the ordered La2ÿxSrxCuO4 lattice may be represented by

the following chemical formula

La�38�2ÿx�Sr
�2
8x �Cu�1:758 Oÿ1:54 �Oÿ228 � 8x ;

where 8x (04 x4 0:25) is the concentration of hole carriers.
Thus, by analogy with BKBO, the doubled unit cell of LSCO
contains four `covalent' bonds Cu ±Oÿ1:5. Their ordering is
shown in Fig. 1b, where covalent bonds are seen to be ordered
in mutually perpendicular [100] directions in neighboring
CuO2 layers.

Applying a similar analysis to YBa2Cu3O7 yields the
formula [26]

�Cu�1:54 Oÿ14 �Ba�28 Y�34 �Cu�1:758 Oÿ1:54 �Oÿ228 � 2h ;

where 2h is the hole concentration. The Cu�1:758 Oÿ1:54 block
specified in the formula is common to all the layered cuprate
HTSCs and accounts for the similarity in their physical
properties.

The importance of charge ordering in the oxygen
sublattice and the type of this ordering were predicted in our
earlier work [28] and have been confirmed directly in recent
experimental work [4, 24, 27].

For a doubled BKBO unit cell, the Brillouin zone is a cube
reduced to half its size (Fig. 2a, dashed line). Two electrons
from four Oÿ0:5 ions fill the first Brillouin zone, and nesting
on the reciprocal lattice vector G � �p=a� [100] results in the
formation of an insulating gap S � 2 eV at low levels of
potassium doping. Potassium doping produces hole carriers
near the top of the valence band, which when they go
degenerate produce a hole Fermi surface (the region of hole
states is hatched in Fig. 2a) with planes parallel to the (100)
cube edges. Estimations of the Fermi surface agree well with
experiment for Ba0.6K0.4BiO3 as shown in Fig. 2a.

For cuprate HTSCs, the first (flat) Brillouin zone is also
reduced by half as in BKBO, but the unit cell now has four
Oÿ1:5 ions, with the consequence that the first three
Brillouin zones are filled (the boundary of the third zone is
represented by a dashed line in Fig. 2b). Nesting on the
vector G � �p=a� [100] leads to an insulating gap S � 2 eV
along the boundary of the third filled Brillouin zone.
Scattering on the vector �p=a� [110] gives an additional
contribution to the magnitude of S. As the material is

a
b

Figure 1.Unit cells with a doubled lattice parameter. (a) BKBO:~,!, Bi
ions of different valency (x < 0:25); , Oÿ2; �, Oÿ0:5; wavy line represents
the covalent Bi ëOÿ0:5 bond. Ions of Ba and K are not shown. Covalent
bonds in neighboring BiO2 layers are ordered in mutually perpendicular
[100] directions. (b) LSCO: ~, !, Cu ions with up and down spins; ,
Oÿ2; �, Oÿ1:5; wavy line shows the Cu ëOÿ1:5 covalent bond. Covalent
bonds in neighboring CuO2 layers are ordered in mutually perpendicular
[100] directions. Ions of La and Sr are not shown.
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doped and carriers become degenerate, a Fermi surface is
formed, which is schematically shown by the solid line in
Fig. 2b. The experimental data of Ref. [29] (crosses) agree
well with estimates. As in BKBO, flat areas of the Fermi
surface parallel to the [100] directions are observed.

As seen in Fig. 2, the nesting conditions also hold (i.e.
areas parallel to [100] exist) for not too high doping
concentrations, which is the reason for the anomalies in
some of the physical properties of the HTSCs. Nesting
E�k�G� � E�k� onto the vector G � �p=a� [100] results in
a discontinuity of the electron susceptibility w�Q� �
�E�k�Q� ÿ E�k��ÿ1 for Q � G and jkj ! jGj=2 [30]. This
implies that the dielectric constant of the electron subsystem,

e�Q� � 1� �4pe2=jQj2�jw�Q�j
1ÿ �4pe2=jQj2�L�Q�jw�Q�j ;

decreases below zero [31] for Q � G. Further, since at the
high-frequency end of the longitudinal phonon mode
o2

LO�Q� � o2
TO�Q� � �o�p�2=e�Q� [32], it follows that for

e�Q� < 0 we have o2
LO � o2

TO ÿ �o�p�2=je�Q�j < o2
TO. Here

o�p is the ion plasma frequency, and oTO�Q� is the frequency
of the transverse short-wavelength optical phonon mode,
which is practically independent of Q in cuprates. Thus, the
oLo re-screening anomaly arises from the nesting along [100],
which in turn is due to the appearance of CDWs in the oxygen
sublattice.

The electronic structure discussed above gives a clue to the
a�T� anomaly. Since the electronic structure of the system is
unstable initially, the system undergoes reconstruction
accompanied by doubling of its lattice constant. In the initial
system we can write o2

TA < 0 formally [33]. After the
reconstruction, the system is stable due to the appearance of
a nonuniform density distribution (CDW) in the oxygen
sublattice, the stabilization effect (o2

TA > 0) being due to the
additional Coulomb interaction between the CDW and the
lattice ions. As T increases, so does the amplitude of ion
oscillations, which increases the overlap of their electronic
shells thus increasing the screening of the charges. As a result,
the CDW amplitude (ACDW) decreases and the system
becomes less stable (o2

TA ! 0). The thermal expansion
anomaly should be observed in the region kT �
�hoTA�Q � G�. As T is further increased, other Q 6� G
phonons are excited thus making thermal expansion normal.

The magnetic field H influences thermal expansion by
decreasing ACDW [30]. Since this should cause a decrease in
oTA, the region of instability (a < 0) is expected to shift
towards lower temperatures Ð which is precisely what one
observes experimentally.

The EPR signal with g � 2:1 in BKBO and BPBO is due
to imperfections (defects) in the ideal ordering of covalent
Bi ±Oÿ0:5 bonds. Such defects have a localized magnetic
moment and `show up' in EPR measurements. The coupled
pairs of such defects produce a singlet ground state and a
triplet excited state [18], of which the latter is seen as an
anomalous EPR signal in a `half field' with g � 4:2. Ordinary
defects act to `wash out' this line. The g � 4:2 signal is also
observed in cuprate HTSCs, but in these the strong EPR line
of Cu+2 ions has a masking effect.

The most important `anomaly' of the HTSCs Ð the high
critical temperature Tc Ð relates, in our view, to the
peculiarities of their electronic structure, which have been
discussed above. We spoke, in particular, of re-screening
o2

LO < o2
TO for Q � G. In this case the dielectric constant

e�Q! G� < 0. The negative values of e�Q � G� cause the
pairing of electrons via phonons withQ � G, a process which
creates electron pairs with a coherence length x � 1=jGj and
produces a pseudogap at the Fermi surface. Such pairs form a
Bose ± Einstein condensate as their concentration increases.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, the congruent (flat) [100]-parallel
portions of the Fermi surface secure a high density of states.
Given the phonon frequency oLO � 70 ± 90 meV, critical
temperatures Tc � 100 K are readily achieved. Thus we see
that electron pairing in HTSCs is dominated by short-wave
bosons. Notice also that close to the point (p=2, p=2) of the
Brillouin zone, the reduction of the phase space region results
in the narrowing of the superconducting gap D in the [110]
directions or, in other words, the gap becomes strongly
anisotropic.

In conclusion, we believe that the CDW in the oxygen
sublattice is the main reason for the anomalies observed in
HTSCs, both bismuthate- and cuprate-based. There is
convincing experimental evidence to show that

Ð in addition to the ordering in the metal sublattice,
HTSCs also exhibit ordering (CDW) in the oxygen ion
sublattice in the [100] direction. The consequences of this
ordering are the doubled lattice parameter, a new Brillouin
zone, nesting on the vector �p=a� [100], and the dielectric
ground state; the insulating gap is due to the presence of the
CDW and SDW, i.e. due to oxygen sublattice ordering which
appears in addition to that in the metal (Bi, Cu) sublattice.

Ð introducing doping gives rise to a Fermi surface with
flat portions parallel to [100], implying that the nesting
conditions still apply for relatively low doping.

Ð nesting on the vector G � �p=a� [100] results in a
divergent susceptibility w�Q� and a negative e�Q� for Q � G;
the negative dielectric constant e�Q� is the reason for the
oLO�oLO < oTO� anomaly for vectors Q � G in the [100]
direction.

Ð a CDW in the oxygen sublattice and the additional
CDW-induced interaction with the ions adds stability to
the lattice, so that oTA�Q � G� > 0; heating the material
causes the CDW amplitude to decrease because of the
screening effect, thus leading to a smaller oTA, i.e. to the
compression of the crystal. The magnetic field also reduces
the CDW amplitude and oTA and shifts the region of
anomalous (negative) thermal expansion towards lower
temperatures.

a

�p; 0 p; 0

p; �p

p; p�p; p

�p; �p

0, 0

b

p; 0

0; p p; p

0, 0

Figure 2.Fermi surface of oxideHTSCs. (a) Ba0.6K0.4BiO3, cross section in

the plane kz � 0. The hatched region is that of the hole states near the

boundary of the reduced Brillouin zone. Solid line, prediction of Ref. [26];

crosses, experiment [21]. (b) A layered cuprate compound. Dashed line,

the boundary of the third Brillouin zone for the doubled unit cell; solid

line, predicted Fermi surface; crosses, experiment on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 [29].

Region of electron-filled states is shown hatched.
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